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As Sandy Wright points out in
First Person, the long and
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Horne Architects, brick has
the power to transform and
transcend its surroundings.
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NEWS

FIRST PERSON

Halls for Roehampton University
Currently on site in south-west London, Henley
Halebrown Rorrison’s three residential halls for
the University of Roehampton are set in the
gardens of a grade-two listed Georgian house.
The concrete-framed residences feature freestanding loadbearing brick facades using
cream and light- and dark-brown bricks with
flush-pointed grey/brown mortar. Plinths,
stringcourses, entablatures and parapets are
expressed in chocolate-brown precast concrete.
‘An architecture of walls, trabeation and deep
structural openings is designed to emphasise
the monolithic and enduring properties of
masonry,’ says the architect. The project is due
to complete in summer 2015.

Sustainable brick houses by 31/44
Located on corner site in south London,
two new three-bedroom houses designed to
Passivhaus standards by 31/44 Architects are
currently under construction. The corner
house reinstates the mass of a dwelling that
previously occupied the site, with a formal
elevation completing the street. Planned
around a small courtyard, the second house
comprises three stepped elements in reference
to stables that once existed on the site. The
facades are in London stock brick, in keeping
with the surrounding context. Open lattice
brick screens are combined with feature
banding in pigmented concrete to animate
the gable facade and garden walls. The
project is due to complete in April 2015.

2014 Brick Awards launched
The Brick Development Association has
launched this year’s Brick Awards. The criteria
for entry is that projects feature clay bricks or
pavers made by BDA members (except for the
Worldwide Brick Award). There are 17 awards
split into three categories: housing, building
and landscape, and technical and craft.
Richard Lavington of Maccreanor Lavington
Architects will chair the jury. The closing date
for entries is 13 June. Entry forms can be
obtained from www.brick.org.uk/2014-entryform, by emailing brick@ brick.org.uk
or by calling the BDA on 020 7323 7030.

EPD awarded to generic brick
The Brick Development Association’s generic
brick has become the first construction
industry product to be verified under BRE
Global’s Environmental Product Declaration
scheme. An EPD is a lifecycle assessment-based
tool used to communicate the environmental
performance of a product (details: www.brick.
org.uk/resources/publications/).
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Sandy Wright explores the ideas
and inspirations behind Wright
& Wright’s brick architecture.

From the immense mass of Albi Cathedral
in southern France and the tangible weight
of Burnham & Root’s Monadnock building
in Chicago, to the primitive beauty of
Sigurd Lewerentz’s Church of St Peter in
Klippan, Sweden, the shape-making of
Willem Dudok’s Hilversum Town Hall in
Holland, and the fineness of many a
London square, brick is transcendent,
compelling and transfixing.
It makes monuments, houses, bridges
and sewers. Brick is everywhere, accessible,
and yet its familiarity leads to it being
ignored. Its scale is human, literally and
metaphorically. Bricklaying is a most
satisfying hobby if ever you get the chance.
The late, great architect Isi Metzstein
of Gillespie, Kidd & Coia, remarked that
brickwork is twice handmade: first into
the mould, and then when laid by the
bricklayer. He would know. He designed,
with Andy MacMillan, some great brick
buildings: St Bride’s Church in East
Kilbride (see page 18), The Lawns halls
of residence at Cottingham for Hull
University, and Robinson College,
Cambridge. I like all three for different
reasons: East Kilbride, with its massive
carved fortress-like walls, reminiscent of
Albi; Cottingham, with its deeply recessed,
multi-faceted brick walls – the brick bond
left to a formula given to the bricklayer;
and Robinson, the great stepped-section,
all-embracing brick megastructure that I
worked on after studying at the Macintosh
School of Architecture, and that was later a
source of inspiration for Wright & Wright’s
Women’s Library in east London.

Aside from a few spectacular exceptions,
there are no brick buildings of note in
Glasgow. So why did Gillespie, Kidd & Coia
choose brick? The practice had an Italian link
to, and love of, Romanesque and Renaissance
architecture, but it looked to Aalto (particularly Säynätsalo Town Hall), Scandinavia and the
Amsterdam School (and Dudok) to revel in
the power of brickwork and its use in contemporary architecture.
Arriving in London, a city known for its
brick, thanks to clay beds and the Great Fire
of London, I immersed myself in this new
environment. I remember being struck by the

elevations to Bedford Square. Quiet, unostentatious expression formed by an architect with
an eye for human scale, detail, pattern and
proportion. A demonstration that it doesn’t
take engineering gimmicks and frenetic,
expensive detailing to make something beautiful, classic and practical. This is not missed,
I am glad to say, by many contemporary
architects – Maccreanor Lavington and Panter
Hudspith, to name but two. Brick has made
a welcome comeback.
There are other influences in our work.
The brick ‘tweed’ and wall depths of Louis
Kahn’s Exeter Library in New Hampshire were

reinterpreted in the Women’s Library.
Dudok’s Hilversum Town Hall offered a
source of inspiration for both Newlands and
Oakfield schools in London and Hull respectively. It showed us shape-making and tactility
(Oakfield), and weight (Newlands).
When we designed Hull Truck Theatre,
we were influenced, as always, from the
surrounding context; in this case, the city’s
great brick warehouses. The playwright client,
John Godber, liked the references: tough,
durable, Hull-ness. The black bricks were
about theatre in a black box, and the glazed
bricks came from the warehouses.

In any discussion or article on brickwork,
it is difficult, if not impossible, to avoid a reference to what has become a bible – Brick:
A World History, by James Campbell & Will
Pryce. An essential and, for me, formative
read, the book recounts the tale of a meeting between Alvar Aalto and Frank Lloyd
Wright in Milwaukee in the late 1940s.
Wright was giving a lecture which apparently
rekindled Aalto’s interest in brick – and
soon manifested in the Baker House in
Boston. In conclusion, Wright proclaimed,
‘Give me a brick and it becomes its weight
in gold.’ Well, he would know, too.
Sandy Wright is a partner in Wright & Wright
which he founded with Clare Wright.
Above (clockwise from top left) The Women’s Library
in London re-interprets the brick ‘tweed’ of Louis Kahn’s
Exeter Library in New Hampshire (ph: Peter Cook);
Newlands and Oakfield schools in London and Hull
(phs: James Brittain); Glazed and matt black brickwork
at the Hull Truck Theatre (ph: Peter Cook).
Left (from left) Säynätsalo Town Hall in Finland by
Alvar Aalto (ph: BDA);The Lawns halls of residence at
Hull University and Robinson College by Gillespie,
Kidd & Coia (ph: Nicola Jones).
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PROJECTS

NEW WORK IN BRICK

New beginnings
Women’s Opportunity Centre, Kayzona,
Rwanda, by Sharon Davis Design.

Designed by New York-based practice
Sharon Davis Design in collaboration with
Women for Women International – a
humanitarian organisation that helps
women survivors of war rebuild their lives –
the Women’s Opportunity Centre in
Kayonza, eastern Rwanda, comprises classrooms, meeting spaces, sleeping facilities, a
farm and marketplace. Taking inspiration
from vernacular Rwandan villages, a cluster
6 • BB SUMMER 2014

of human-scale pavilions provides a sense of
safety and security for up to 300 women.
The circular pavilions feature perforated
brick walls, designed to promote passive
cooling and solar shading, as well maintain
privacy. Some 450,000 clay bricks were used
to construct the centre, manufactured on
site utilising a manual press method adapted from local building techniques,
Photos Elizabeth Felicella.

Urban hymn
A multi-hued brick adds richness to a
mixed-use development in Edinburgh
by Ian Springford Architects.

Magdalene Drive is a mixed-use development
in Edinburgh by Ian Springford Architects
comprising 12 flats and 11 houses for the
Port of Leith Housing Association, as well as
a new church hall for St Martin’s Parish
Church. The massing of the hall is intended
to reconcile existing bungalows to the west
of the site with a new four-storey residential
block to the east. The low-rise housing is
organised into a pair of terraced blocks that
create a strong edge to the south of the site
and enclose a shared space in the centre.
A multi-hued brick was chosen to unify the
different elements, create a more intimate
scale and add visual richness to the predominantly simple building forms.
Photos Dave Morris.
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Lessons in empathy
A daycare centre in Germany by
Kleyer Koblitz Letzel Freivogel brings
outdated buildings back into use.

Business proposition
Brick forms a protective shell around
a headquarters building in County
Durham by Faulkner Browns.

Designed by Faulkner Browns Architects, the
headquarters building for housing provider
Livin forms part of the Durham Gate mixeduse regeneration scheme in County Durham.
The two-storey structure has two distinct
faces: a harder masonry outer skin with deep
window openings, and a softer glazed inner
skin that responds to the courtyard car park
and entrance. Providing acoustic control and
a sense of enclosure, the smooth, engineered
brick envelope acts as a ‘clasp’ around the
courtyard glazing. Recessed charcoal-colured
mortar joints emphasise the building’s clean
lines and light-coloured masonry. Brick-anda-half-deep window openings give a frameless
appearance to the full-height windows.
Photo Chris Elias, John Holt.
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The Kita Kinderland in Wittstock/Dosse,
north-west of Berlin, combines two listed
Pestalozzi school buildings and a new
entrance block with a connecting bridge. A
lift, staircase, toilets and services are housed
in the new building that addresses the
church opposite, and corresponds to the
existing buildings in terms of materials and

proportions. The 2.8m euro project was
intended to conserve the listed buildings and
update them to meet building codes and the
technical requirements for daycare provision. The new brickwork, specified to match
those used for centuries in Wittstock, is complemented by red water-struck cill bricks.
Photo Christian Richters.

Ornamenting the grid
Brick and precast concrete bring colour
and texture to a residential scheme in
London by Maccreanor Lavington.

Forming part of the King’s Cross regeneration scheme in central London, Saxon Court
and Roseberry Mansions by Maccreanor
Lavington is a residential-led mixed-use development comprising 220 homes. Conceived as
an urban block, the project is made up of a
‘family’ of buildings arranged around a central courtyard. Designed to Lifetime Homes
standards and level four of the Code for
Sustainable Homes, the dwellings incorporate high levels of insulation and a low-carbon
district heating network.
Externally, dark coloured brick is combined with pink, fine-finished precast
concrete string courses and projecting
ground-floor window surrounds, as well as
‘woven’ green-glazed brick spandrel panels

to form rigorously ordered elevations. Fullheight glazed shopfronts line the ground
floor, creating a dialogue with the street. By
contrast, the courtyard facades are rendered
in a smooth light-coloured brick, designed to
augment the solidity and proportions of the
massing, as well as the deep-set window openings. The tone of the brickwork is also
designed to reflect light into the apartments.
The intention was to express the building’s clarity and simplicity in a rational
grid-based yet ornamental facade, explains
the architect. Wherever possible and appropriate, repeating elements such as the
vertical masonry fins and horizontal concrete spandrels express a woven texture.
Photo John Sturrock (above), David Grandorge (right).
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On the right track
Glazed bricks give a striking sheen to
Groves Natcheva’s Station Rise.

Sited next to Tulse Hill station in south
London, Station Rise by Groves Natcheva
Architects is a mixed-use development comprising nine self-contained flats and a 182square-metre ground-floor commercial unit.
Varying in size and layout, the apartments are
arranged in a linear fashion through the
building. Integral courtyards let light into the
ground-floor units, with the main living
spaces and master bedrooms overlooking
internal winter gardens. Units on the third
floor have access to a row of balcony terraces
and a communal outdoor space.
A facade composed of glazed black and
white bricks sets up a strong rhythm along
Station Mews. The large square windows of
the residential units are divided into three
storey-high panels, each framed in white to
evoke the domestic scale of traditional
London terraces, while also referencing the
character of small-scale industrial architecture. Close attention to detail that involved
1:1 scale drawings and complex brick laying
with minimal margin for error, reinforces the
bold facade treatments to give the scheme a
strong presence on a prominent local site.
Below Ground- and first-floor plans.
Photos Groves Natcheva Architects.
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Artistic endeavour
A finely crafted masonry building by
Trevor Horne Architects complements
its urban ex-industrial context.

Located on a brownfield corner site by the
Regent’s Canal in Hackney, east London,
Trevor Horne Architects’ Whitmore/
Orsman Building houses artist and design
studios on the ground- and first-floors with
apartments above. Conceived as a solid mass
of brick with carved-out openings and cantilevers, the massing of the five-storey structure responds to neighbouring brick warehouses. The scheme steps up to five stories to
mark the corner of Orsman Road. On the
ground-floor, the corner condition is marked
by a two-storey cantilevered inset with a brick
soffit. Along Whitmore Road, the building is
massed in three blocks, ranging from five- to
four- to two-storeys (following original 1800’s
plot lines). An enclosed courtyard is formed
at the junction with the adjacent building.

The facade grid of piers and spandrels
allows for a variety of treatments, such as
eroding (terraces), infilling (windows or
brick panels), leaving open (recessed balconies), and cutting away (corner cantilever).
A handmade grey brick is combined with
metal handrails and bespoke, full-height aluminum windows with recessed aluminum
ventilation panels. Deep pier reveals and
brick soffits express the solidity and permanence of the masonry.
Used both internally and externally, the
brick is manufactured from a high quality
buff burning clay, enhanced by coal and minerals. The latter are added to the brick face
by vitrification at high temperature creating
a coal flecked effect.
Photos Tim Crocker.
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PROFILE

CZWG Architects
Piers Gough and Rex Wilkinson
discuss CZWG’s brick vocabulary
with John Ramshaw.
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‘When I studied at the Architectural Association
I wanted to be a “pop” architect designing
colourful, fun and popular buildings,’ recounts
Piers Gough. ‘At that time brick seemed stuffy,
boring and passé – everything I didn’t like – so
I never used it.’ Ironically, one of the practice’s
first commissions was to convert a masonry
warehouse in London into apartments. ‘We
were still in denial’, jokes Gough. ‘We took a
perfectly handsome London stock brick building and painted it pink.’ Tellingly, however, the
architect ensured that beneath the paint the
new-build and remedial works were undertaken
in matching stocks. ‘It was like making a suit
with a decent lining’, explains Gough. ‘We were
conscious that our taste was temporary and that
a future owner might choose to remove the
paint, upon which he or she would discover that
the building had been well cared for.’
CZWG’s initial ambivalence towards brick
changed for two reasons. First, a series of
in-depth cost studies aimed at evaluating the
commercial viability of the then fledgling
practice revealed brick to be the most economical external cladding material. Second a predominance of London-based commissions
favoured brick for both contextual and planning reasons. Cascades (1988) on London’s Isle
of Dogs is among the practice’s best known
early brick projects. The mass of the building is
broken down visually using bands of light- and
dark-coloured stock bricks. The brick selection
also implies older and newer elements, creating
a fictional narrative. London projects such as
China Wharf (1988), Dundee Wharf (1997),

and Millennium Harbour (1999) were equally
exuberant in their use of brick, employing
London stocks, black and blue engineering
bricks, as well as smooth-faced yellows to articulate their form and aid legibility. ‘Its funny how
London stock brick gets under your skin’,
reflects Gough. ‘Its like being a chef with a
fabulous ingredient that you are always reaching for. If you are a London architect you are
always reaching for London stock brick; it’s a
great material, full of variation.’
Looking back on this period the architect
says, ‘We were particularly opposed to the illinformed use of brick by some architects then
working in Docklands. You would see, for
instance, blue engineering bricks used to form
gauged arches for windows or doors. Historically
these bricks would only be found on corners or
window cills to provide protection from vehicles
and ropes. This was anathema to us.’ While it

“London stock brick gets
under your skin. Its like
being a chef with a fabulous
ingredient that you are always
reaching for. If you are a
London architect you are
always reaching for London
stock brick; it’s a great
material, full of variation.”

Left Quadruple soldier courses at Dundee
Wharf in London (1997, ph: CZWG Architects).
Right Founded in 1975 by Nicholas Campbell,
Roger Zogolovitch, Piers Gough (right) and
Rex Wilkinson (far right), CZWG Architects
consolidated its name in the 1980s and 90s
with a series of inventive and highly idiosyncratic
residential buildings constructed in and around
London’s Docklands.The schemes, which include
Cascades, China Wharf, The Circle, Dundee
Wharf and Millennium Harbour, combine bold
massing with expressive brickwork and careful
detailing. While the practice has since expanded
and diversified in terms of building type and
location, brick remains central to its work
(phs: Janie Airey).
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includes only a single, highly mannered brick
elevation, China Wharf in Bermondsey is a masterclass in meticulous and correct period detailing, featuring gault-brick arches and curved
and rounded blue-brick corners.
Aztec West business park, Bristol (1988), provided a new and exciting challenge for the practice in terms of its location – outside London –
and brief: a truly modern brick-built office
building. Planned around a series of entrance
‘circuses’, the facades are composed of alternate yet tonally similar cream and red pairs of
brick courses with white joints containing a
sparkling mica-rich mortar. Inserted between
brick courses at the top of the elevations are
radius-ended precast concrete path edgings.
These seemingly ‘as found’ elements are
14 • BB SUMMER 2014

combined with concrete window cills and lintels
that take the form of column bases and capitals,
referencing classical traditions. ‘We never went
that far with brick again,’ says Rex Wilkinson
with a smile. ‘We became more purist.’
Completed a year later, The Circle in
Bermondsey, south London (1989), marks the
beginning of the practice’s fascination with
glazed brick. ‘We are always looking for new
and alternative materials’, says Wilkinson. ‘At
that time you only saw glazed bricks in lightwells
and public lavatories.’ The centre of the
scheme, which occupies both sides of a public
thoroughfare, is carved-out to form a large
cylindrical space lined in blue-glazed brick.
Explaining the concept, Wilkinson says it is as if
the narrow, vertical streets of Docklands have

been ‘mined’ from solid London stock brick,
with the blue brick representing a seam of precious material that has been further excavated
to maximise its value.
London’s Westbourne Grove public lavatory
(1993) is another much-admired design that
uses glazed brick to striking effect. Inspired by
the Paris Metro stations of Hector Guimard, this
simple yet sophisticated building employs
turquoise-coloured bricks, a projecting fanshaped glass roof and a florist’s kiosk to elevate
its urban presence. ‘Of course the joke is that
the glazed bricks are on the outside rather than
the inside,’ says Wilkinson.
The practice has also experimented with
semi-glazed brick. The concave facades and
semicircular balconies of Fortune Green in

Above The facades of Aztec West business park in Bristol (1988) comprise
alternate yet tonally similar cream and red pairs of brick courses with white
mortar joints (ph: CZWG Architects).
Opposite ab ov e Occupying both sides of a public thoroughfare, the centre
of The Circle in Bermondsey, south London (1989), is ‘carved-out’ to form a
large cylindrical space lined in blue-glazed brick (ph: CZWG Architects).
Below left Millennium Harbour, London (1999), combines powerful architectural forms with expressive masonry and detailing (ph: CZWG Architects).
Below The mass of Cascades, London (1988), is broken down using bands
of light- and dark-coloured London stock bricks (ph: Jo Reid & John Peck).
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West Hampstead, London (2010), comprise a
dark salt-glazed brick that appears to change
from black to silver in direct sunlight, and to
a subtle mauve when viewed up close. The
smooth-faced bricks also produce a variety of
different reflections along the length of the
curving walls.
When it comes to brick bonds, the practice
tends to favour stretcher in order to minimise
cost. But there have been several notable exceptions. The Leonardo Centre at Uppingham
School in Rutland (1995) employs an unusual
one-third bond to emphasise the diagonals of
the slanting facades and prominent sawtooth
roof. Eschewing stainless steel angles, wind
posts, movement joints and other constructional devices associated with high-rise masonry, the
facade of Victor House in Southwark, London
(2004), comprises a solid nine-inch brick outer
skin, an insulated cavity, and a lightweight
metal-framed inner skin. English bond is used
throughout, with expressive brick-deep reveals
around the doors and windows and large areas
of unbroken brickwork. ‘The cost of doing this
was probably similar to using “modern techniques”,’ reflects Gough, ‘but the brickwork was
simply gorgeous.’
Looking back, Wilkinson says that the practice has never evolved a defined brick philosophy. Rather, it has developed a vocabulary that
it continues to delight in, experiment with, and
use in response to ever-changing circumstances.
Top Turquoise-coloured glazed bricks and dark salt-glazed bricks are used
respectively at London’s Westbourne Grove public lavatory (1993) and
Fortune Green residential development (2010) (phs: CZWG Architects,
Morley Von Sternberg).
Above middle A one-third brick bond emphasises the slanting elevations
of the Leonardo Centre in Rutland (1995, ph: CZWG Architects).
Rig ht Westferry Studios in east London (1999), uses brick as ‘super graphic’.
Visually linking two curving blocks, the name of the building is spelt out in
nine-metre-high light cream bricks set in a background of blue-grey
engineering bricks (ph: CZWG Architects).
Opposite Victor House in Southwark, London (2004), employs solid
nine-inch brickwork laid in English bond (ph: CZWG Architects).
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PRECEDENT

HISTORIC BRICKWORK

Paul Stallan
on the subtlety
and severity of
an ecclesiastical
masterpiece.

St Bride’s Catholic Church,
East Kilbride
A village of just 2500 people in 1940, East
Kilbride was designated as Scotland’s first New
Town in 1947. In 1957 Gillespie Kidd & Coia,
then led by Andy Macmillan and Isi Metzstein,
was commissioned to design a Catholic
church for the new community. The site was
prominent and elevated, and the church was
to be a ‘jewel in the crown of the town’.
Regarded today as a masterpiece, St Bride’s
was celebrated on its completion in 1964 for
its architectural ‘honesty’, its robust sculptural qualities and its ‘anti-bourgeois style’. The
mid-twentieth-century church commissioners
clearly embraced a post-war aesthetic of austerity, with traditional decorative church
architecture giving way to more frugal forms.
The nave is top-lit, with factory-like sawtooth
rooflights concealed by parapet walls. The
massive walls are faced externally and internally in brick, with no visible windows in any
of the four elevations. Macmillan, who had a

Top Andy MacMillan and
Isi Metzstein (1928-2012),
joined architect Gillespie,
Kidd & Coia in 1954 and
1945 respectively;
Above Decorative brick
cogging detail on the
north elevation.
Right Ground plan and
elevations with Golden
Section overlay (drg:
Stallan-Brand); sacristy
and west facade; nave
interior (phs: Dan Farrar).
Opposite The main
entrance is concealed
within a fold in the west
flank; top-lit nave interior;
St Bride’s as built with its
campanile. Sited 180
metres above sea level
and exposed to the prevailing south-westerlies for
70 years, the grade-Alisted church, though in
need of attention, shows
surprisingly little sign of
distress, according to
the refurbishment
architect Stallan-Brand
(phs: Dan Farrar).
Paul Stallan is design
director of Stallan-Brand
Architecture & Design.
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greater hand in the design of St Bride’s, says
he specified ‘sewer bricks’, which he considered would be sufficiently resilient to withstand the building’s exposure to the elements
and express its utilitarian character.
The simple volumes of the church are
enriched by intricate brick details. Close
inspection reveals a rich collage of brick
bonds in close proximity and with little repetition. The principal entrance is on the west
side, off a piazza, and ingeniously concealed
within a giant brick cleft. The north elevation
has vertical patterns of cogging (diagonallylaid projecting bricks), providing a richly
textured surface. As on the south elevation,
this is now unfortunately disrupted by rainwater downpipes, replacing the original internal
arrangement. The east elevation features a
pattern of horizontal cogging, contrasting
with the north elevation. The south elevation
incorporates five stepped recesses in the

upper part, and a stepped projection at low
level, corresponding to the tabernacle within.
The sensitive assembly of church, presbytery, sacristy and campanile was disrupted by
the demolition in 1983 of the 27-metre-high
campanile. It is said that the upper part of the
tower was constructed in a less hardy brick,
and its degradation posed a risk to the public.
Current plans to reconstruct the campanile
are dependent on grant assistance.
Commissioned to prepare restoration
plans, our practice, Stallan Brand, recently
found that the plans and elevations of St
Bride’s were proportioned in accordance with
the Golden Section. It is fascinating to contemplate that this severe composition of sewer
bricks shares a mathematical relationship with
the great churches of the Renaissance.
Presented with evidence of our discovery,
Andy Macmillan says he was unaware of it, but
that he always knew he was a genius.
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TECHNICAL

Prefabricated textured brick panels
provide constructional and aesthetic
benefits for BDP’s Unite Building
in east London.

The Unite Building brings together students
from across metropolitan London in a 28storey wedge-shaped structure that terminates
Westfield Avenue, Stratford City, and forms
the first post-2012 marker building on the
Olympic Park, writes BDP’s Tony McGuirk. The
design idea shapes the building around the
microclimate of the location, with the wedge
tapering to the south-west to enhance sunlight, daylight and views, as well as attenuating
wind turbulence. The residential element
rises from a mixed-use base fronting the
street, which houses student lounges, study
areas, a laundrette and reception.
Behind the street base, the design integrates a new bus station with associated office
space and restrooms. On top of the base is a
communal garden, which is open to the
south and overlooks Westfield Avenue with
clusters of study bedrooms and living rooms
wrapping around its north, east and west
sides. The upper reaches of the wedge comprise a series of stepped garden terraces and
rooftop conservatory common rooms which
enjoy panoramas across the Olympic Park,
over the City skyscrapers, to the civic roofscape of Westminster. At the tip of the wedge
is a ‘student skyroom’ where students can
relax or study.
The microclimatic theme is articulated by
rusty red brickwork to the outer north-facing
side of the wedge, with stripy white and pale
greys providing accents to the south and
garden side. The scale of the building is
mediated by pop-out double- and triple- storey
living and dining rooms dancing diagonally
up the building’s north face, and punching
out as window seat bays on the south- and
city-facing side.
The masonry consists of prefabricated,
textured and coloured brick-faced precast
panels, with bricks laid vertically. The construction method does not rquire the difficult
scaffold construction that is typical for this
height of building (over 90 metres), and facilitates access for other trades which would
have been obstructed by the long period of
scaffolding. The storey-height panels were
craned into position at a rate of eight per
day, allowing the construction to be finished,
floor-by-floor. A study was undertaken to
ascertain which construction method was
best to use – traditional brick laying, brick
slips on a lightweight frame or the selected
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option of bricks set into a precast concrete
panel. Numerous advantages were found for
this method, from the securing of warranties
to significant benefits in airtightness, thermal insulation, and sound insulation –
important factors for a building next to a
high-speed rail line.
Added to this were aesthetic advantages.
The construction method easily achieved
vertical brick stacking, while also eradicating
movement joints (only structural joints were
needed). The precasting fabrication process
achieved the vertical weave (akin to a fabric)
desired by the design team to relieve the
potential relentlessness of a facade accommodating 1000 identical study bedrooms.

Enhanced and modelled by the low-angled
sun, projecting bricks on the east (high) and
west (low) gables accentuate the weave. At
the gables, the brickwork wraps onto the roof
forms, supported on a lightweight steel
frame as a double-skin roof with waterproofing to the concrete envelope supporting it.
Tony McGuirk is an architect and urban designer, and was
chairman of BDP from 2006-12.
Ab ove left A vertical brick ‘weave’ provides visual
interest and texture across the facade.
Ab ove right (clock wise from top left) Extruded brick
pattern elevation; panel construction showing
formwork, bricks/reinforcement bars, and casting
process; model showing brick facades wrapping a
courtyard plan; roof pattern elevation.
Right Detail plan of external wall and bay window.
P hot os Sanna Fisher-Payne.
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TECHNICAL GUIDANCE

The latest guidance document from
the Brick Development Association
examines the design and positioning
of movement joints.

Clay brickwork must allow for thermal
expansion. Bricks expand irreversibly for up
to 20 years after they are removed from the
kiln. Most of the expansion occurs within the
first six months after production. The supporting structure, often reinforced concrete
or blockwork, will actually contract or creep,
and so accommodation has to be made for
differential movement by flexible wall ties or
movement joints. This advice applies only to
clay brickwork – other bricks, such as calcium
silicate products, do not behave in the same
way. The advice is relevant for current climatic conditions in the UK.
Movement joints are not solely for expansion, but also for contraction. In common
with other building materials, bricks will contract during drier colder weather. Brickwork
must be constructed to enable movement in
both directions to occur. Joints can also be
required to cater for differential movement
and frame settlement.
Positioning movement joints
The general principles outlined apply both
to horizontal and vertical joints, and in
general terms they can be considered to be
broadly similar. The rules for horizontal
joints for vertical compression are slightly
more onerous as many supporting frame
materials compress or shrink over time.
The general principle is to break the
elevation into rectilinear areas. Irregular
or L-shaped brickwork is to be avoided.
Movement joints cannot pass through
structural members such as beams and
lintels although they may be routed around
the end of a lintel both in the horizontal and
vertical plane. Movement joints must
be continuous unless terminating in a slip
plane such as the DPC. It is quite possible for
a movement joint to pass through a shelf
angle, and for the shelf angle to be stopped
and started say 20mm apart to allow the
movement joint to pass between the
supporting steelwork.
Modern brickwork is generally used in a
single-skin facade supported on shelf angles
not of great height. More failures occur at
the top of the wall than lower down where
the brick is under load. Parapets with small
loads acting upon them are prone to failure
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due to inadequate movement joint provision.
Most building materials, such as timber,
reinforced concrete and steel, will both
expand and contract in response to thermal
changes. While all materials move in
response to alterations in temperature, brick
is amongst the very few materials which will
demonstrate permanent and irreversible
expansion. The advice contained below will
set out ‘deemed to satisfy’ provisions.
Alternatively, bricks can be calculated
on their irreversible thermal characteristics,
which may allow movement joints to be put in
at greater distances than the advice given
below. This calculation is normally carried out
by a structural engineer. There are some
exceptions to the general requirement of
always having to provide movement joints.
Internal walls do not generally require movement joints. Buildings of a square or nearly
square plan of less than ten metres in either
direction do not normally require movement
joints as the forces are opposite and equal.
When placing movement joints in a building, there are a few simple rules that must be
understood and which are not common
sense. One should not look at corners as providing the end of the wall. The plan form of
the building must be opened out as if the
corners didn’t exist. One starts placing movement joints from a single area on the wall –
normally in plan with reference to the
elevation – and follow the building around,
arriving back at the original point. Do not
take any account of corners or changes of
direction of the building envelope when
working out movement joint positions.
The provision of movement joints is not
just about the distance of linear runs of brickwork; it also relates to the factors listed below.
For most bricks, the general industry advice
of 1.33mm per linear metre run of brickwork
should be followed. This advice is deemed to
satisfy, and a designer can rely on it as being
a failsafe option. For a maximum distance
between movement joints in straight run of
12-metre brickwork, one would have a 16mm
wide movement joint. For this reason many
designers choose to put movement joints in
at between seven and eight metres allowing
for a 10mm movement joint.
At parapet level movement joints are

installed at six-metre centres. This is also true
of freestanding walls. Within a single wall,
movement joints may be at 12 metres for the
general run and six metres for the parapet.
The DPC required under a cavity tray at a
typical parapet will act as a slip plane, allowing the wall to accommodate two separate
areas of movement.
In the event of a soldier course of bricks
or coping or capping of typical brickwork,
which is not recommended because of poor
weathering characteristics, the movement

joints should be placed at three-metre centres. The provision of a separate series of
movement joints to copings and cappings is
accomplished by using a DPC slip plane.
Movement joints should be positioned
in the return angle of a short return.
According to PD 6697, movement joints
should be placed in any return less than
675mm. The industry advice is that movement joints must be placed in short returns
of less than one metre. It is in these areas
where the differing movement of founda-

SHORT RETURNS

1m

While movement joints cannot pass
through structural members, if shelf
angles are used they can be stopped
to allow movement joint.The
window jamb can then be used.

Movement
joint

Returns less than 1m require
a movement joint.

Movement
joint

Movement joint can be in either plane.

Two movement joints
if a corner joint is not
possible.
2m

2m

Returns greater than 1m can flex.

Break elevations into rectilinear areas.
Movement joints
to less than 1m.
12m maximum

Movement joints can
be at changes of angle.

Movement joint can terminate
on DPC slip plane.

Movement
joints can be
twinned for
symmetry.
Different wall
heights require
movement joints.

Movement joints do not need to be
continuous if the geometry allows.

tions and cracking of masonry is likely. Short
returns are very good places to conceal movement joints. For returns greater than one
metre, the wall has enough flexibility to allow
flexing in the connecting wall to take place.
Movement joints can also be hidden
behind other features, such as rainwater
downpipes, or at the junction with other
materials. A typical way of disguising movement joints in larger commercial buildings is
to place them in the jamb of the window. The
movement joint can then carried down to the

spandrel panel in brickwork and minimised.
Movement joints also have to be placed, to
remove stress from the facade. Narrow vertical columns joining a junction of horizontal
brickwork can impart considerable stress to
the junction. Cracking may occur in the corners unless there is a provision for expansion. Similarly, if one has a large opening
with a smaller opening above, the stresses
imposed on the facade could lead to cracking. The general principle to be adopted is of
the facade to be broken up by the provision

Movement
joint to wall.

Movement joints
to wall/building
junction.

The jambs of windows can be used for
expansion if no oversailing lintel is used.

of openings and movement joints into rec
linear and not L-shaped areas of masonry,
which can lead to problems.
Movement joints have to be placed under
walls which are dissimilar in height as the
walls will move differently. If a movement
joint is not possible for design reasons, three
rows of bed-joint reinforcement should be
installed in the bed joints below to give
tensile strength to the brickwork carrying
variable loads. This principle should also be
generally adopted to spread point loads.

Movement joint
hidden in corner.

Large openings require movement joints to
release pressue.
Opposite Carefully placed movement joints at
O’Donnell & Tuomey’s Saw Swee Hock Student Centre
at the London School of Economics (ph: Dennis Gilbert).

The Movement Joints: Provision of Brickwork
Expansion Joints guidance note also includes
information on wall ties, mortar, and bed joint
reinforcement. It can be downloaded free of
charge from the BDA website under ‘Design
Guidance’ (details: http://www.brick.org.uk/
category/design-advice/).
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